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Empowerment 
Your Inner Super Hero 

By: Wayne G. Heidle 

  

Keynote, Motivational and Inspirational Speech 
 

Formats: 30 to 60 minutes Keynote, Motivational and Inspirational Speech or 1 to 4 hour audience 
interactive seminars 

 
Presentation Types: Corporate, Organizations, Non-profits, Office Events, Yearly or Quarterly 

Meetings, Fundraising Events, Retreats 
 

Audience Types: Employees, Managers, Executives, Sales Persons 
 

  Keywords: Amusing, Entertaining, Inspirational, Motivating, Empowering, Interactive,

 
Let Wayne take your employees or customers on an empowerment journey through what it means to 
find Your Inner Super Hero. Finding Your Inner Super Hero not only changes your future, but changes 
the lives of those around you.  
 
This keynote or motivational speech is a must hear for corporations and organizations looking for 
a motivational or inspirational talk for employees, customers, managers or executives. Wayne takes 
them through his personal journey from a construction executive through sever vision loss and then 
the depths of depression to eventually succeed as a university director, assistant professor, thought 
leader in technology and an award winning nationally known motivational speaker. This is a must 
hear for corporations and organizations looking to motivate their employees.  
 
Let Wayne help you find that ever important Inner Super Hero for a more successful work and 
personal life. 
 
What are the clients saying? 
 

"We have asked Wayne to speak to approximately 200 corporate supporters from Microsoft at a 

Dinner held in Orange County. He did a wonderful job with his public speaking and was very well 

received".......... 

 

"Wayne could speak to any audience and engage them in a personal and direct way. He would have 

the audience laughing one minute and crying the next. All of these forums were not aimed at Wayne’s 

entertainment or to gain popularity, Wayne had a story to tell that burned inside him and when 

others heard it, they too were inspired to live life more fully"............................. 
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Why have Wayne speak at your event? 

  
Wayne is a KEYNOTE SPEAKER that is INSPIRATIONAL and MOTIVATING who can define the 
personality and successful outcome of your event. He is a SPEAKER PROVIDING SUBSTANCE that 
leaves your audience wanting more. His delivery involves HIGH ENERGY not just entertaining your 
group  with humor but using AUDIENCE INTERACTION that creates an  audience event making them 
not just listeners.  He defines the words MOTIVATION and INSPIRATION. 
 
If you in need of an OPENING KEYNOTE or CLOSING SPEAKER who is inspirational and will LEAVE YOUR 
AUDIENCE WANTING MORE, not only to improve their lives, but the lives of those around them, then 
Wayne is who you are looking for....................why? 
 

Wayne provides a vision for the future that is about a belief in yourself first........ 

  

Believe in yourself and others will believe in you. Wayne will guide you through how believing in 

yourself is the most successful ingredient in the recipe of life. 
 

Evolve and grow to improve your life. Follow Wayne’s proven methods for success to improve your 

work and personal life. 
 

Learn techniques to “Lead to Succeed” as Wayne did during his life changing events. Understand 

that you are the one driving your future and without this realization you are only a passenger going 
where others take you. 
 

Improve your self-worth, self-esteem, and self-confidence that are necessary to succeed and 

become a better person. Confidence in your own actions will not only improve your life, but the lives 
of those around you. 
 

Execute a simple plan of action that will guide you to a future of success and happiness in all 

aspects of your life. Have Wayne teach you the importance of implementing your life plan. 
 

Faith in yourself is always the most important ingredient in success. Wayne will teach you to never 

give up even when the odds are not in your favor. 
 

A Belief in yourself is success 


